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This invention relates to- the‘ testing: of'tlre 
hardness of materials and more particularlwto 
penetrators or indentersrused in zthezimachinesv'by 
which the hardness-of a, specimen is testech. Gem 
erally' a test loadi-otw'a given: magnitude 1i's:.used':iiio' : 

force- such .azpenetrator or indenter' against surface of‘ the, specimen whoseiihardness is to-Ibe 

determined‘; Agdimensiom of the resulting inr 
pression is: utilized" as an indication. of. theharct 
ness of thespecimem ‘ - 

Sometimes the; depth of ‘the: impression ‘made 
by the penetrator" is measured, but more; com‘ 
monly .arsurface dimension of’ the. impression-is 
used as the-'basis‘for theicomputati'oni of the ‘hardi 
ness index- of" the specimens. 
known systems for‘testing‘ hardness are those; us» 
ing ‘a hardened‘ steel“ ball‘ referred to asa “Brinellr” 
ball‘; a eesided diamontr‘pyramid'whose Sidesare 
symmetrical‘ with-each: other and intersecti'rr four 
cutting" edges having’ the‘ same‘ angle calledf'the‘; 
“Vickers"" pyramid? and 'a- ‘Ii-sided“ pyramid! in 
which» two: opposite cutting: diagonal edges make 
‘a large angle ‘with: each other While‘ two: other 
cutting edgesviin a plane perpendicular to that of 
‘the ?rst-two, make asomewhat‘smaller angle-with 
each other, known-as the “Knoop‘” pyramid’. 
Both types of" pyrami'ct =penetrators- permit 

greater accuracy in reading the size of‘the: irnL 
pression than :therBr'inell' ball‘. The Knoop pyra 
mid‘ particularly has ‘certain- advantagesrover’the; 
other types of impression; speci?cally: ‘ 

1‘. For the same area-ofimpression the length 
of thelonger diagonal of: the impression created‘ 
by-the Knoop: pyramid isigreater than the length 
of thesdiagonalfin thevickers impression; There-- 1' 
fore there‘ will be a relatively smaller observa 
tional error in: reading the Knoop-impression=.. 

2'; With- some materials the 'material'displaced 
by-the indent'er. causes a rounded-‘ridge-around-the 
impression: ‘which makes: it 
reot treading. No such ridge is, formed'i adjacent 
to the} iapexesr of'the angles'formingrthe end'sfof‘ 
the. longer diagonal of’ impression; ' 

‘3. In materials where ‘the impression contracts 

after "the removal of the fpenetr tor, no: tion takes place on the long" diagonal ‘of the line 
‘pressionofia Knoop indent'eri; ' ' 

It'isw-aniobjectuof the present invention to pro 
vide a penetrator "for testing machine which 
retains the‘ v aforementioned‘ advantages‘ ' the 
Knoop pyramid but is easier and Cheaper-to pro 
duce than ~the:pyramidal. ‘penetrator; ' To; make 
the-readihgs-oi: pyramidal‘. penetrators: conform: ‘to 
anexistin'g; standarwitris:necessary that the- four 

Among the. best 

hard 'torsecure a-‘conz 

.10: a 

, the-penetrate: "which 

'invention‘willlanpeareasmhe 

:hetWeer-r vmush-J.-.rpaiiar-cdfxpl'anes and all the planes 
:must: pass ‘through: assume-point". ‘By contrast 
there is only a single curved-?'outti'ng'ed‘ge, easily 
generated‘ hy-exi‘stinagtmechanfcal? equipment; in 

Formsfthe- subject‘ of this 

:the: line =oI-“aqopli‘oatibn of the test load; 
In.one?tormwo?the’inventiorr theindentin'g sur 

x?ace or the-:penetralior comprises portions of'two 
' 'slmfaces i?armingv parts of two Scrmica‘li‘ 

similar :coamia‘l: cones;- the common axisv of? the 

-men<to:“be-’testedt ‘Such ‘coaxial conical surfaces 
readily-“- homeroom-deny conventional ‘methods 

on a tool grinder. 

I‘td‘sanother'dl?’ect ofthe invention tov provide 

its applied-to-asaitrspecimeni 
further object ofthe invention "is to provide 

A- stillf ‘further-object" of; the invention is ‘to 
provideapenetratorhhavirig .a. single curved cut 
ting edgeiwhi‘cn is- remov'a-bly, and preferably 
*t'urnably'; mounted-“leer on a; holder; 

Another 'ohject'oflth'e' invention is. tov provide 
a penetrator of harden'ed‘imaterial which ismag netiically'supported'ln'.aholderof'adi?'erentcom position.‘ 

‘Still: another. obiiect .ofjthe. invention. is. to pror 
vrcle a penetrator:whichislpanticularly well-suit. 
.edf.for‘nerforminghardnessgtestsl on plastics‘. 

Qthei: obiectsafeatureshandladvantages oi the 
qescriptiomproceed's, 

reference being had to the accompanying; drawi 
ings-imwlnch: ~ , 

Fig/h I fshowsagas front 'vievwof theinventiona. 
Eighth l?raz'siiierliiew‘d? the penetratorshown-in 

ililigih ‘ 

sen-pram newton-thee impression "left- in 
the specimen by the penetrator shown ‘in- ‘Figs. 
1f~land¥i2§ ‘Thar-modi?ed" fOr-In-of‘penetrat'or shown 

Figszs Iantl3 ‘r-‘leaves'the' same impression‘; 
Fig:- 'ili'i's a ‘front; vi'ewaxinartly in section, ofaa 

rmodi?ed'r‘renetratoirz- ' “ 



‘small portions of the conical surfaces 

"that permits the comparison of readings 

Fig. 5 is a side view of the modi?ed form of 
the penetrator shown in Fig. 4. 
In Figs. 1 to 3 the numeral I denotes a speci 

imen whose hardness is to be determined. 2 is a 
bar having its lower end ground so as to form 
two conical surfaces 3 and I3, each of these con 
ical surfaces being part of a cone whose axis 4-—5 
extends perpendicularly'to thé'axis "(i-i1 “of the 
penetrator. Since hardness impressions are nor 
mally made with the penetrator at right angles 
to the surface of the specimen, 
ordinarily be parallel to 
men I. The two conical surfaces 3, l3 'meet in 
an an: IB which forms the'singlecutting edge of 
the penetrator. ’ ' 
any one of several angles 9, depending upon the 
angle most suitable for indenting the particular 
type of material. In Figure 1 this angle 9 ‘is 

the surface of 

Cones 3, 13 may be formed with I 

10 
the axis 4-5 will " 

the- speci-.-~ ‘ 

~ projects. 

shown as approximately 45° but it maybe se- I 
lected to suit the hardness and characteristics 
‘of particular types of specimens tov be tested. In 
general, the softer the specimena'the larger will 
,be the angle chosen. ~ ‘ 

As will be seen from the:drawing, the 
trator has two planes of _. symmetry, one being 
de?ned by the axes 4—5 and B---'! and. the other 
being perpendicular thereto and containing axis 
26-1. There is no cutting edge in the ?rst-named 
.planeoi symmetry, the only cutting edge l5 being 
situated in said second plane perpendicular to 
the axis 4-5. The shape-of the cutting edge i5 
is that of an arc of a circle. Any section taken 
through the active (conically ground) portion of 
the penetrator parallel to said last-named plane 
of symmetry is delimited by a circular curve hav 
ing its center on the‘ axis _ 4-5. The section 
taken through the other plane of symmetry, that 
;.is, the plane containing axis 4-5 as well as axis 
I6-—‘l is of V-shape with the sides of the‘ V straight 
lines. - >‘ - 

. ~ If the penetrator shown inrFigs. land 2 is forced 
‘against the specimen I so that the cutting edge 
‘15 penetrates the specimen as shown at 8, the 
impression made will be of lenticular shape. The 
lenticular ?gure l2 shownin Fig. 3, is bisected 
by the longitudinal line l9 created by' the cut 
.ting edge (5 and the side walls I‘? and i8 of this 
impression are curved surfaces corresponding to 

3 and i3 
of the penetrator. At each-of the two ends 
and [5 of the lenticular ?gure l2 the sides of 
"the latter and theline i!) join in, a single point 
which can be readily observed, such; as by ami 
croscope. The distance between the points M 
and it will be used as index of the hardness of 
the particular specimen tested. ,- - . . A. _ .. . I. 

It has been found that thehardness readings 
obtained by the use of the double-cone penetra 
tordescribed bear in .?xed relation to the read 
ings secured by other penetratorsystems. in par? 
“ticular .by. the systems using pyramidal penetra 
tors; This permits the'use of _a'conversion factor 

.. . obtained 

under this system with "those "obtained under 
‘other systems. ‘ - _' Q l ' ‘ 

The body on which the conical surfaces 3, l3 
are formed may "consist of hardened ‘steel. In 
some cases it maybe advisable to tip the‘ steel 
bar 2 with a particularly hard material, such as 
_~“Carboloy,” and to grind" the conical surfaces 3, 
{-3 thereon. . i _ ' - ~ .' 

In the modi?cation shown in Figs. 4 and 5 the 
penetrator proper, generally indicated at 2!}, is 
again of double conicalshape. but vinstead of 
being formed in one piece with the shaft has in 
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~ous manners different from the 

_-ed. In particular 

iprising, in combination. 
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the example of Figs. 1 and 2, it is in the form 
of a roller which is mounted on a separate hold 
er 26. The roller 20 of double frusto-conical 
shape presents again the two conical surfaces 3, 
l3 and the single circular cutting edge IS in 
which these two surfaces meet. While theroller 
20 may be supported in the holder 26 in any de 
sired manner, it is preferably rotatably mounted 
in ‘or on said holder. In the example shown the 
roller 20 carries two studs 22, 24 which extend 

' on both sides of the roller coaxially with the com 
mon axis of the two cones 3, l3. The holder 26 
is fork-shaped having two downwardly extend 
ing prongs 30, 32 in which the studs 22, 24 ?nd 
their bearings and which leave between them 
selves an opening 28, into which the roller 29 

With thisvarrangement the roller 20 
may be rotated from time to time to bring into 
play new indenting surfaces corresponding to a 
new section of the cutting edge l5, whereby the 
useful life of the penetrator may be greatly pr0< 
longed. 'T - ' 

It will be obvious that, if only a rotatable 
mounting of the {roller 20 relative to the holder 
26 is desired, this may be achieved also in vari 

one shown in 
Figs. 4 and 5, such as by proviidng the roller 20 
with one or more axial bores and have this roller 
supported by two studs or by a shaft formed 
integral with, or secured to, the holder 26 so that 
the wheel may turn on said studs or on said shaft. 
The arrangement shown in Figs. 4 and 5, how 
ever, wherein the studs 22, 24 form part of the 
roller 20 and the'holder 26 has two slots 34 which 
are‘ open at their lower end so that the studs 
may be slippedinto these slots from below, is 
‘very convenient'for the reason that it lends itself 
readily to holding the penetrator in place solely 
by magnetic means without the necessity of any 
mechanical retaining‘ members. If the holder 26 
is magnetized and of the penetrator at: least the 
studs 22, 24 are of magnetizable material, the lat 
ter will be attracted magnetically into the slots 
‘34 and retained therein as soon as the studs 22, 
.24 of the roller-:20 are brought reasonably close 
to and below the slots 34 in the holder 25; 

_ A further advantage ofv this arrangement is 
that one penetrator can readily be exchanged for 
another having a different angle and the substi 
tution of the one'penetrator for the other in the 
holder is only aimatte'r of seconds. ' 

Roller 20 may be of hardened steel, its sym 
metrical form lending itself readily to hardening. 
One of the advantages of this system is that 

it permits the selection of the proper size of roller 
and the proper cone angle that is best adapted 
to the general-type of specimen that is to be test‘ 

it has been found that a dou 
ble-‘cone penetrjator of the proper size and angle 
gives better results in the testing of plastics than 
those systems of hardness testing that were pri 
marily developed for use on metals. The chief 
reason for the-superior performance of thedou 
ble-cone penetrator is believed to be the reduced 
tendency to distortion and recovery of a lenticu 
lar impressioniwhich has curved walls. Especial 
ly near the two end points l4 and Hi of the curved 
line In in Fig. 31the distortion does not exist while 

, thefmaterial is distorted by the ?at sides and 
numerous angles of the other indenters. 
What I claim. is: ' 
A penetrator for 

adapted to make a 

hardness testing machines 
lenticular impression, com 

a hardened piece whose 
cutting edge is formed bythe ‘intersection of two 
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conical surfaces, means for loading any part of 
said circular cutting edge, said means including 
hearings on the axis of said cones and a shank Number 
having bearing surfaces so spaced as to transmit 1,299,095 
an axial load from the shaft axis to the speci- 5 2,254,162 
men along a diameter of the circular cutting edge ' 2,335,235 
which is normal to the specimen. 
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